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Almtraet--Lower and upper bounds on the absolute values of the eigenvalues of an n x n real symmetric 
matrix A are given by (trace A ,,)t/m for both negative and positive ven m. (The bounds are within a factor 
of 2 from the eigenvalues already for m > log 2 n.) We present algorithms for computing trace A " by means 
of the inversion of some auxiliary matrices of the form 21-.4, and we estimate the solution cost for the 
important special classes of matrices (Toeplitz and Toeplitz-like, banded and sparse having small separator 
families). The cost is substantially ower than in the approach based on the powering of A. The resulting 
computation of the eigenvalue bounds is deterministic (it does not depend on the choice of an auxiliary 
vector as is the case for the power and inverse power methods). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n x n real symmetric matrix having eigenvalues 21 . . . . .  2, such that 1211 >/" " " /> 12, I. 
The power iteration 12~ (m)l = xrA"x/x Tx and the inverse power iteration 12,(m)l = xXA -mx/xTx 
are the most popular approaches to approximating to the extremal eigenvalues IA, I = IIA 112 
and 13.,1 = 1/11A-1112, respectively. Here and hereafter the superscript T shows the transposition 
of a vector or a matrix. For a random vector x, we have l/f<~ 121/21(m)1 ~<f and, similarly, 
l/f<<. 12,/2,(m)1 ~<ffor a f ixedf > 1 with probability at least 1 - 0.8f-"/2n 1/2 (see Ref. [1]). On the 
other hand, it is easy to deduce for all even m (positive or negative) that 
I)-11 ~< (trace A")I/" = (2]" + ' "  + 2m) I/" ~< I,~lln l/re. (1) 
Therefore, approximation to 12~1 and 12, I can be deterministically computed if we compute trace 
A" and trace A -% respectively. (Note that n 1/" ~< 2, if m t> log2 n, which yields approximations to
1211 and/or 12, I within a factor of 2.) Thus, our original problem has been reduced to the evaluation 
of the traces of integer powers of A. 
This approach involves O(logm) matrix multiplications, that is, O(n31ogm) arithmetic 
operations (hereafter referred to as to ops) for a general matrix A. 
In this paper we will consider some important special classes of matrices A. For such classes 
we will approximately evaluate trace A" and trace A - "  (which will give us approximations to 1211 
and 12,1) without computing A" and A-" ;  the resulting computational cost estimates are shown 
in Table 1. The method actually enables us to approximate o trace A s simultaneously for all s from 
-m to m for about the same computational cost (see Remark 2.1 below). 
In all these computations, the storage space of the same order as the input storage space suffices. 
For matrices A of bandwidth 2w + 1 (tridiagonal if w = 1), the algorithm supporting the estimate 
0 (w2mn) is numerically unstable ifA is strongly diagonally dominant, but we will modify the cyclic 
reduction algorithm to ensure stabilization for the price of a minor cost increase (by the factor of 
log n). 
Remark 1.1 
Our algorithms can be extended to computing several or all the eigenvalues of A by means of 
deflation. Furthermore, the algorithms can be immediately extended to computing the sums of the 
mth powers of the eigenvalues of a matrix A lying in a fixed disc D on the complex plane or in 
a fixed real interval J if A is real symmetric (see Proposition 2.1 below). Thus, if a single eigenvalue 
of A or only few eigenvalues of A lie in D or J, we will immediately compute them with a high 
precision this way. 
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Table I. Number of arithmetic operations for approximating 
within (relative rrors) 2 -~ to trace A m and to trace A-m for 
m>0and fo rh=m+b+l  
Matrix A Arithmetic operations 
Tridiagonal lOhn or 4hn log n 
Of bandwidth 2w + 1 O (w2hn) or 0 (w: hn log n) 
Toeplitz 8hn log 2 n 
Of displacement rank d 0 (hd3n log 2 n) 
Having O(~/~)-separator ree O(hn 2) 
We will use the following order of presentation: in the next section we will reduce our main 
problem of computing trace A '~ and trace A -m to computing the traces of the auxiliary matrices 
of the form (2I - A )- ~. In Sections 3-  5 we will study the latter computation for the three special 
classes of matrices A listed above. In Section 6 we will comment on numerical stability of our 
algorithms. 
2. THE REDUCTION OF THE EVALUATION OF THE POWER SUMS OF 
THE E IGENVALUES OF A MATRIX TO THE EVALUATION OF THE 
TRACES OF THE INVERSES OF THE SHIFTED MATRICES 
In this section we will rely on the following result from Refs [2, 3], which we present in a slightly 
modified form and which does not require us to assume that the input matrix A is a real symmetric. 
Proposition 2.1 
Let an n x n matrix A have eigenvalues 21 , . . . ,  2, (counted with their algebraic multiplicity) 
such that 
= I~0l > 12,1 t> 1221 >~""/> 12,-kl >H > 12,-k+ iI >/ ' ' '>~ 12.1 >0. (2) 
Let 
s .= ~ 2 7 
j -n -k+ 1 
t l -k  
s.= - E27  
j - i  
Q - I  
sin(Q) = (I/Q) 2 
q-O 
for m I> 0; (3) 
for m >i 0; (4) 
(H co q)~+ 1trace (H co q I - -  .4 ) -1 ,  (5) 
I sm(Q) - sml ~ (kgO+m + (n - k )  gQ-  m) Hml(1 _ ge) .  (7) 
Proof. With no loss of generality, let H = 1. Let 121= 1 and consider the Laurent expansion: 
trace(2/-A)-'=~ 1/(2--2s)= ~ sin2 -m-I= ~ c,2', (8) 
j=  ] rn= -oz i= -~ 
where the second equation follows from relations (3), (4) and the decompositions 
_ ~ "~_~L , i f j>n-k ,  
2-2 j  2 , .0 \2 ;  
l _ 1 , i f j~n-k .  
2 -2 j  2j,.o~.. /
Then 
where co is a primitive Qth root of 1 (that is, co o = 1, coq 4: 1, for 0 < q < Q), and an integer Q 
exceeds [m [. Finally, let 
g = max min{12jl/H, H/42sl}. (6) 
1 ~j~n 
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Combine equations (5) and (8) and deduce that 
sin(Q)= ~ C-m-l+,O" 
O~ the other hand, equations (8) imply that Sm+s = c-m-1-, for all integers g. Therefore, 
Is , . (Q)-sm'=(~S Sm-'O+ ~= Sm-'O ["  ~=IS"+'O "t'l ~=lSm-~OI; 
so that 
Similarly, 
Ism÷iol~ ~ I 2 j lm+~°~kl2 . -k+t l~+~°~kg m+~°, 
j~n-k+l  
I I"  s.+, o <~k ~ g~+'0~keo+m/(1 _go). i~ l  i=1 
I ~ S,_,QI <" (n -- k) ~ gm-iQ ~ (n -- k) gO-m~( 1 __ gO), 
i=1 i=1 
and Proposition 2.1 follows. 
Observe that sin(Q) approximates to 
j= l  
for m~>0 
with the error bound (7) for k = n if H > IAl[, whereas in(Q) approximates to
Sm=--~2~ form<0 
j=l  
with the error bound (7) for k = 0 if H < I An I. We arrive at the following algorithm, where p (A) 
denotes the absolute value of the absolutely largest eigenvalue of A. 
Algorithm 2.1 
Input. An n x n nonsingular matrix A, an integer m, a positive H, such that H > p (A) if m/> 0, 
H < l/p(A -1) if m < 0, and a natural Q. 
Output. Approximation [sm(Q )1 to I sm [ = [ trace A m l such that [sin(Q) - Sin[ <<. ng e + 6,, Hm/(1 -- gO), 
where g =l Ip(A-~)  and 6 = -1 ,  if m < O, g =p(A)/H and 6 = 1, if m 1>0. 
Computations 
(1) Evaluate trace(H~oqI-A) -~ for q=0,1 , . . . ,Q -1 ,  we=l ,  (.oq~¢:l for 
0<q<Q.  
(2) Compute Ism(Q)l using equation (5). 
Let m be positive and assume that a preliminary estimate for p(A) enables us to ensure 
that, say, 2 <<.H/p(A)<<. 4. Then 1/4<<.g<<.1/2, p(A)r'<~sm<<.np(A) m, 2m/n<<.Hm/sm <~ 4 "~, 
I 1 - sm(Q)/sm I <<. ngo + m (H~/s~)/(1 -- g O) ~< n 2- e- m 2~/(1 -- 1/2 o) ~< n 21 + " - O, and it sufficies to 
choose 
Q = m + 1 + Vlog2(n/¢)], (9) 
in order to ensure the relative error bound E for approximating to am by sin(Q). 
Similarly, if m < 0 and if a preliminary estimate for p (A-~) enables us to choose H such that, 
say 2 ~< 1/(Hp(A-Z))<<. 4, then 1/4 <<.g <<. 1/2, p(A-f)-m<<.Sm <~np(A-1) -m, 21m)/n <<.Hm/sm <<. 4 ~ml, 
I 1 -- sm(Q)/sm[ <~ ng°-~(H~/sm)/(1 - gO) <~ n2m-o+ 1(2-~ ) = n2-,,+ 1 -o, and it suffices to choose 
Q = -m + 1 + Flog~(n/e)], (10) 
in order to ensure the relative error bound e for approximating to Sm by sin(Q). 
Stage (2) involves O(Q + log [m l) ops, which is O(Q) ops under equations (9) or (10). The 
overall computational cost is dominated by the cost of stage (1), which we will estimate in the next 
section. The input value H can be computed using condition (1) for m = 2 and m = -2 .  
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Remark 2.1 
For a low computat ional  cost of 1.5Q log Q ops, we may modify stage (2) and compute sin(Q) 
for all integers m from 1 - Q to Q - 1 by applying the fast Fourier transform at Q points. 
Remark 2.2 
I f  Q > n + k, we may apply the well-known inequality of  Turan [4] and estimate 12tl and [2,[ 
within the factor of 5 t/k. The requirement that Q > n, however, implies certain lower bound on the 
computat ional  cost of  this approach. 
3. COMPUTING THE TRACES OF THE INVERSES OF TOEPL ITZ  
AND TOEPL ITZ-L IKE  MATRICES 
I f  A is an n x n Hermit ian or real symmetric Toeplitz matrix (that is, A = [a j  where a 0 = a~_j 
for all i and j ) ,  then so is B = 2I  - A, and trace B -  ~ can be computed using 8n log s nops  (see 
Ref. [5]). Furthermore,  for a "Toeplitz- l ike" matrix A having a small displacement rank d = d(A) 
(see Refs [6, 7]) and for B = 21 - A, the trace B -l can be computed using O(d2n log s n) ops [8, 9]. 
4. COMPUTING THE TRACE OF THE INVERSE OF A BANDED MATRIX  
Let A = [a~j] be an n x n matrix having lower bandwidth w (that is, such that a U = 0 if i - j  > w). 
Then so is 2I  - A, Let, for simplicity, a U # 0 for all i and j such that i - j  = w. Then, following 
Ref. [10] (see also Ref. [11]), we conclude that there is a proper upper triangular matrix U such 
that the matrix C = B-  t + U = (2I - A ) -  t + U has rank at most w. Let us assume, for simplicity, 
that w divides n, k = n/w and the matrix C is represented as k x k block matrix [Cgh] whose block 
Ckt is nonsingular. (This assumption can be proven if w = 1.) Then Cgh = Cgt C~ t Ckh for all g and 
h such that k /> g >t h/> l, and we may compute trace C as follows (ei denotes the ith column of  
the identity matrix): 
Algorithm 4.1 
1. Solve w linear systems of  equations (2 I -  A)x~ = e~ for i = 1 . . . . .  w to compute 
the blocks Cgl for g = 1 . . . . .  k. 
2. Compute Cfi t. 
3. Solve w linear systems of  equations y~0.I - A) = e~CA t, i = 1 . . . . .  w, to obtain 
the products C~tCkh for h = 1 . . . . .  k. 
4. Compute the traces of  the w x w matrix products Cgl(C~tCk~) for g = 1 , . . . ,  
k(k = n/w); sum the results for all g; output the resulting sum. 
The overall cost of  these computat ions i O ((w + w*)2 n) ops where w* is the upper bandwidth 
of  A, that is, the min imum nonnegative integer such that aij = 0 i f j  - i  > w*. In particular, the 
cost is at most 10n ops if w = w* = 1, that is, if A is a tridiagonal matrix. 
This approach,  however, is il l-conditioned if II C~ t lit is much greater than II Ck~ lit + II Cit lit for 
some i, 1 ~< i ~< k. This is the case, in particular, where the matrix 21 - A is strongly diagonally 
dominant,  which occurs where we approximate to trace A m for a positive m. 
In the latter case (and in many other cases) the block cyclic reduction algorithm [12, 13] is 
numerically stable, and can be recommended. Note also that, in the applications to computing trace 
A % we may avoid numerical instability by choosing a sufficiently large value for the parameter  H
in Algor ithm 2.1. 
Let us estimate the cost of  the cyclic reduction applied to computing trace V, V = (21 - A )-  t, 
in the case of  a tridiagonal matrix A. Let n = 2 h - 1 and proceed as usual in the cyclic reduction 
algorithm [12, pp. 114-117], by recursively eliminating the odd numbered variables and equations, 
so that in elimination stage j, we are left with a tridiagonal system of  2 h - j  - 1 unknowns. Since 
we apply the cyclic reduction algorithm to the matrix equation (21 - A )X = L in elimination step 
j we will obtain an (2 h-j  - 1) x n matrix on the right-hand sides also. It is easily verified that each 
column of  such a matrix contains at most two nonzero entries, and this implies that O (n log n) ops 
surely suffice at the entire process of  forward elimination. 
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Next we will simplify the back substitution stage, because we only seek the diagonal entries of 
V. In particular, if in the process of cyclic reduction, we have obtained the entry vgs of V, we may 
dispense with computing all other entries of column g; and if we have obtained the entries vs.g_ 
and v~,g+j for positive i and j we may dispense with computing the entries Vgh for h > g + j  and 
h < g - i. Therefore, when we substitute the entries of row 2 h- ~ - 1 of V back, we only need to 
compute 0.5(n - 1) entries of each of rows 2 h -2 -  1 and n - 2 h-: of V for the overall cost of 
2(n - 1) ops. Then the entries of the two latter rows are substituted to compute n - 3 entries of 
the rows 2 h- 3 _ 1, 2 h - 2 .q_ 2 h- 3 _ 1, 2 h - I _[_ 2 h- 3 __ 1 and 2 h- ~ + 2 h- 2 + 2 h- 3 _ 1 for the overall cost 
of less than 4(n - 3) ops. The coefficient is 4 because ach variable is substituted back in at most 
2 equations due to the tridiagonal structure of the left sides at every elimination stage. Continuing 
this way, we use less than 
4(n -  ~ 2g) =4(n + 
at the back substitution stage i of cyclic reduction, and in g = h - 1 substitution stages, we will 
compute all the diagonal entries of V for the overall cost of 
h-2  
4 ~ (n + 1 --2i+l)+O(n)=4nh +O(n)=4n log2n + O(n)ops.  
i=0  
When n = kw and A is a k x k block tridiagonal matrix with w x w blocks (this includes the case 
of matrices having upper and lower bandwidths w), we similarly compute trace (2 I -  A)-1 using 
less than 8w3(k log k + O(k))ops, which is 8n w 2 log n(1 + O(1/logk)) if n = wk. 
5. COMPUTING THE TRACE OF THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX  
HAVING SMALL SEPARATORS 
symmetric p__ositive definite (s.p.d.) matrices satisfying O(x//-n)oseparator heorem (also n × n 
called having O(x/n)-separator tree and O(x/~)-separator family) are important in many 
applications (see definitions in Refs [14, 15]). The inverse A -~ of such a matrix A can be computed 
using O (n 2) ops. The same algorithm can be applied for the same cost to computing (21-  .4)-t 
also. 
Remark 5.1 
The result can be extended to the matrices having O(ng)-separator tree for 1 > g > 1/2. In this 
case the inverse can be computed in O(n 2g÷ i)ops. 
6. NUMERICAL  STABIL ITY  
The evaluation of trace (Ho~qI- A) -~ can be made numerically stable by choosing H such 
that I H I  is large, for the matrix HoqI -  .4 is strongly diagonally dominant (s.d.d.) in this case. 
Approximating to 12,1, we encounter the cases where I H I  is small. In fact, we may choose the 
value I H I  as small as we like, as long as this value remains much greater than the round-off errors 
of the representation of the entries of Ho~qI- .4 on the computer. Then the matrix Htoql- A 
remains s.d.d, if A is s.d.d., and then numerical stability of our inversion algorithms for both 
matrices can be deduced. 
I fA  is s.p.d., then numerically stable inversion of A may rely on its Cholesky factorization, which 
turns into numerically stable triangular factorization of A - He9 ql if lHI is small. This in particular, 
implies the stability of our approach in the cases of Toeplitz, of Toeplitz-like and of sparse and 
structured matrices (given with their trees of small separators). 
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